
Irrigation Water Quality 

Use the Slides or the "Irrigation Water Quality Standards and Salinity Management Strategies" 
publication to answer the following questions 

1. In water analysis, the salinity is typically measured by thel ~' J ~fs o\ lJ eel So\ ~Js l~J 
and eJec.--hi .... e,\'),::dvctiuHa e fu1ues 

2. ~\.., rv- and 's: Q \ \ \ ±y are the two common 
types of salt problems 

3. Soils with high levels of total salinity are called ,3 Q, \ \ (\e_ soils 

4. Irrigation Water with high salinity is toxic to plants and poses a 

3 9r \ '-"-.'¾° hazard. 

5. SAR water values greater than 18----fr-lu are considered a high sodium hazard and 
generally unsuitable for continuous use. 

6. Hard water is generally classified as having a pH l)§'t7Att[ than 7. 

7. \ 1 0 is the maximum salinity concentration in irrigation water that can be used 

while still achieving 100% yield potential. 



Introduction to Vineyard Drip Irrigation Design 
Part 1: Determining Flow 

A vineyard grower plants 400 vines and plans to install two, 1 GPH drip emitters per vine. 

1. What is the total flow requirement of the vineyard in GPH? In GPM? 

I ~'Pl--( X 3- ::.. ~G-P~ ~ l/0Ovl~e = &Do crP~ ~~(po-:: 13 ,3 G-Pfr\ 
(l,i\ e {/;iie. 

2. If the vineyard has a well that supplies 10 GPM, can the entire vineyard be irrigated at the same 
time? If not, what is the minimum number of irrigation stations needed and the flow per 
station? 
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Introduction to Vineyard Drip Irrigation Design 
Part 2: Determining Pressure 

A vineyard grower plants 400 vines and plans to install two, 1 GPH drip emitters per vine . 

1. Using the friction loss charts, what is the minimum size Class 200 PVC pipe needed to supply 
each station with a flow of 7 GPM? 

13, 3 t Pm ~ 6, &S- ?<.., 1 &-Pm o (\ ct'iCV'I-- -:: 
-z. 

2. If the well is located 500 feet away from the closest corner to the top of the vineyard, how much 
pressure would you lose due to pipeline friction if using a¾" Class 200 PVC Pipe? How much if 
using a 1" Class 200 PVC Pipe? (Assume 7 GPM flow rate) 
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3. How much pressure do you need at the well if the drip emitters require 15 PSI, and the system 
loses 12 PSI in the pipeline, 3 PSI through the valve, 2 PSI through the meter, and 2 PSI through a 
filter? 
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